Single Purse Summary for 2017 European Derby
1. All Open entries will be entered into one 81,000 euro added class. (Rider’s eligibility must be
listed on the entry form)
2. The total number of finalists will be determined by the total number of entries as follows:
Less than 50 50-60 61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100 101-110 more than 110
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3. Once the total number of finalists is determined, the class placings will then be separated into
tiers to determine the horses/riders that will advance to the finals.
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Finalist positions will be divided equally between the four tiers, based on total entries,
as shown below:
Less than 50 50-60 61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100 101-110 more than 110
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4. The horses/riders will advance to the finals provided they place in or above the tier
corresponding to their eligibility level.
5. If a ties occurs for last place within a tier, the higher level eligibility riders involved in the tie will
advance as extra finalists. The lower level riders move down to the next tier and will advance to
the finals.
6. There will be a hard cap on the total number of finalist of %50 of the total entries, plus three.
Finalist spots will be removed from the bottom of the placings as necessary to meet this
condition.
7. The finals will be a clean slate with the premium time slot going to the highest scoring qualifying
run(s) from the first go. (We could use the tiers to decide or pick a random number)
8. Following the finals, the class will be placed as one class. (Placings will not be divided into
separate classes based on eligibility levels.)
9. The winner (highest score) of the finals will be Level 4 champion and will receive 15,000 euro.
10. That money will be subtracted from the purse and payout schedule C will be used for the
remainder of the placings and purse of the single class.
11. Level 3 Champion will be the next highest score that is not a Level 4 rider.
12. Level 2 Champion will be the next highest score that is not a Level 3 or 4 rider.

13. Level 1 champion will be the highest scoring Level 1 rider that has not already been named
champion of another level.
14. The Non Pro Derby will run by the same above outlined conditions as a single 35,000 euro class.
15. The winner (highest score) of the Non Pro finals will be Level 4 Champion and will receive 7,500
euro.

